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Message from the Editor-in-Chief
I’m thrilled to take the leadership reins of the International 
Journal of Financial Studies and welcome the opportunity 
to make it one of the vanguard open-source scientific 
journals in our field. I eagerly look forward to working 
with the journal editorial team in building upon the quality 
instilled by my predecessor to develop the title further 
and broaden the appeal to other new finance research 
areas while keeping our core a high-quality finance journal 
that serves and highly values the scientific community, 
readers and authors alike. I’m very excited by the promise 
of this outlet and will strive to move toward the journal’s 
goals by positioning it well to meet the nowadays’ highly 
competitive publishing environment.  IJFS aims to publish 
high-quality manuscripts in both theoretical and empirical 
finance spanning all the major research areas in the field. 
It aims to provide an outlet for original finance scholarly 
research that promotes interaction among finance scholars 
and practitioners and bridges the divide that can exist 
between them.

Open Access  Unlimited and free access for readers

No Copyright Constraints  Retain copyright of your work and free use of 
your article

Thorough Peer - Review
No Space Constraints, No Extra Space or Color Charges  No restriction on 
the maximum length of the papers, number of figures or colors
Rapid Publication  First decision provided to authors approximately 25.8 days 
after submission; acceptance to publication is undertaken in 6.2 days (median 
values for papers published in this journal in the second half of 2022)
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Aims and Scope
IJFS (ISSN 2227-7072) is an international, peer-reviewed 
scholarly open access journal on the financial market, 
instruments, policy and management research. It publishes 
reviews, regular research papers, and communications. Our 
aim is to encourage scientists to publish their experimental 
and theoretical research in as much detail as possible.

Financial Markets
Portfolio Theory

Asset Pricing

Financial Intermediation

Investment Banking

Behavioral Finance

Corporate Finance
Corporate Governance

Investment Policy

Agency Theory

Risk Management

Financial Instruments
Derivatives

Futures Markets

Computational Finance

Financial Engineering

Financial Econometrics

Public Finance Management
Banking Systems

Financial Regulation and Policy
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